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Both U·tah Tearns· o·onlinatie
.Races.For-reague. RecordS.

I;

1

(

A hot contest for:scodng honors Qi.ck Sherman and Leon Clltik,
in Weste1•n Athletic Conference both of Wyoming, who have averbasketball has deveioped between ages of 11.2and 11.0 respectively.
two six-footers: Arizona Statj'!'s
Me1·vin Jackson, Utah, is the
Frepdie Lewis 11 nd IJrigham leli\gue's top sharpshooter with a
Yo1.1ng~s Plc:k Nemelka.
·
field goal percntage of ,581.
At the half-way 'mark in the
·
league race, Lewis is averagillg
New Mexico and Brigham
26.2 points • per game, while Young continue to demonstrate
Nmelka is pushing ·with 26.0. In their superiority as the Western
five conference games, Lewis has Athletic Conference's best defenscored 131 pbints to• Nemelka's sive ·and offensive teams.
130. Lewis also leads iri free throw
At the half-way mark in con. percentages (.854) :1nd is second ference play, the Lobos (2-3) have
in field goal· percentages (,565}.
held opponents to 69.8 points per
Craig Raymond, 6-11 Brigham game, while thll. Cougars (3·2)
Young center, picked of 21 caroms have rolled up a scoring average
against Ut:1h to Sllatch the lead of 91.0.
in rebounding, with an avrage of
League-leading Utah (4-1) is
13.6. His nearest competitors are second in scoring (86.4) and third

Fulbright fellowship·..
Accepted by Dr H"lll
•

o

Dr. Hamlin Hill, UNM professor of English, has accepted a
Fulbright lectureship at the University of Copenhagen· from Sept:,
1966, through May, 1967.
Dr. Hill is considered an authority on Mark Twain and as
part of the Fulbright award he
will canvas European libraries for
Twain holdings.
The American humor authority
will teach at the UNM: summer
session and also work on a volume of previously unpublished
Twain business letters for the
California Press. He has been
gathering material for the publication for somll. time· and any
material hll. obtains in Europe
will contribute to this projll.Ct.

Fiesta
Positions are open for the following Fiesta committees: barhe-que, beard growing, dance,
fashion show, Friday activities,
Saturday activities, programs,
publicity and posters, rodeo, sheriff's possee and jail, trophies. Applications may be picked up in
the Fiesta box in the Activities
Center and must bll. returned by
Tuesday, February 15.

'

~j
)

"

,_

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad... 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
most be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student _Publica· .
tion• Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
IT makes ¢'• whm you save $'s at GASAMAT-near you at 320 Wyoming Blvd.,
in Albuquerque.
ROBERSON house at 3605 Britt NE, 3
bedroom,. puebJo style, carpeted, bui1t-ins,
immaculate. Two car garage. $17.SOil$2,000 cash on the loan. Call Pat Davis,
2/7, 9, 10, 11
299-5658.
1964 FAIRLANE 500 Spori.B coupe, 289 HP
engine, 4-speed trans., low mileage,. all
vinyl bucket seats. Phone 268-3873.
2/7, 9, 10, 11
HOUSE at 8908 Bellhaven Ave. NE, in
Bellhaven sector. Owners tran•ferrihg to
Alaska March 1. Appraised at $27,700.
Owes $20,000. Will sell $4,500 ca.•b to
loan, $2,000 down on contract.. 3 bedroom,
SCJ)arate den, OrepJa:ce, S(!l'Vice room, carpcted; 2 car garage, ]andtleapcd, Magic
Cleaner, built-ins. Call 298-6956, Kangas.
2/7, 9, 10, u.
FOR RENT
LARGE furnished room, completelY pri•
vale entrance and bath, Walking dL•tance
from campas. Call 242-9572, {Feb.)
COMPJ,ETElLY furnished 3 room npart..
mcnt, $70 monthly including utilities.
2/9, 10, 11.
2114 Coal SE. 345-0168.
COMPLETELY furnished 4 bedroom house,
earpctcd, air-conditioned, fireplnce~ $130 •
month, water and garbage paid. 2114
Coal SEJ. 345·0168.
2/9, 10, 11.
ADOBE house, 1621 llayita Lane NW. 1
Bedroom, fireplace. completely rurniA.hed,
beautiful locntionj privata road. AvaHabJc
Mareh 1. $85. Inquire 344-1266, Mrn.
~ 2/9, 10, 11.
Symmes.
sgnvtcES
TYPEWRITE!t safes & repair. Spocial
rates to UNM students on all machin.._..
Free pickup & deliVery. E & E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SJ~, phQnc 243·

0588.

..

,.;,..,...

· !Thursday, February 10,1966

NEW MEXICO LOBO

PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing _and mending. M!'li.
Hovor, 207 Stanford SE (close to Univer•
sity), phone 242-7533.
HELl' WANTED
..
RELIABLE R!Ud~~t to ,stay with ehi)drcrt
. ,ag<!S S and 10 occasmnal .week nlf'!ht.,,
Must Jive vicinity. Louisiana & Candelaria"
or have car. Call 208·8370, 2/10, 11.

0
A d~!'ro :l~~~b~:~~; Den-

nis Chavez Memorial Library at
the University of Albuq1.1erque
will be held Friday, Feb, 18 at the
Civic Auditorium from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. The music will be ptovided
by Don Lesmen and Mariachi Los
Caporales. The entrance fee in
the form of a donation is $2.50.
I don't want people to be very
agreeable, as it saves me the
trouble of liking them a great
deal.-Jane Austin.

defense (80.2). The .Redskms
have averaged 51.2 rbo1.1nds per
game l;lnd have s1.1nk 73.4 per cent
of. thetr f.ree throws w e~mmand
the field m _those categortes.
Ne~ Mextco has the best reboundmg percentage (.554), hay~onference game l;lXCept ?ne, 111
mg. controlled the boards m each
Which, Utah got 35 rebounds to the
Lobo~ 33.
. Brigha_m Young and New M:exIC? lead 111 field goal. percent_ages

Ill

Penn State Teacher
To Lecture ·fridav; ·

A leading re:oearcher in verbal
learniug, problem solving and motivation will lect1.1re at UNM: Feb.
11 at 4 p.m.
He is Or. Charles Cofer, professor of psychology at Penn State
University and president of the
r experimental
division of the
American Psychological Associ!ltion.

His visit to UNM: is sponsored
by a National Sciencll. Fouudation
Gtant for unde~grl(lduate research
participation.' The NSF undergraduate program is under the direction of Dr. Henry C, Ellis, as- --sociate professor of psychology
at

EW

EXIcoLo:ao

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Vol. 69

Friday, February 11, 1966

TJlis is the day' to pick up
Texas Western tickets. By the
time you read this, h()wever, it
will be too late.·
·

·No. 61

N

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Different Things From
.._ ..II
lVI
3009 Central NE

EX·ICQ

NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEAU:R

WWI~t:h_:.4:6~2:_:a~n:?:_·~4:6~1_:r~es~p:e~c:ti~V=e~ly~.!:======::;=====-;,
f"

ICE'
SKATING
at
r/CELAND
~- ~--· __./'
UNM STUDENT NIGHT

•

FOR
ADULTS
ONLY

You'll See Them At The
Roughest Parties In Town!

___

by Robert M.
A Whitehall

Every Thursday-7:30 to 10:30 p.m.

Strike Continues
At St. Joh-n's U. ·

Production

OPEN 2 P.M.
Continuous Shows

Reg11lar Admission 90c- with J.D. Card 65c
Skate Rental 35c

5112 Copper SE

Moscow

Dial 255-8504

By CAROLE OLGUIN
LOBO Staff Writer
. The Action Committee on Human Rights took its first step to uplift Albuquerque's poverty areas by deciding to assist in the South
Broadway area redevelopment program. ACOHR hopes to enlist the
aid of UNM students.
Speaking on behalf of the Federation of New Development Groups
in ~buquerque, Rudy Baca said that the students could best promote
social reform through publicity, He said that handbills and pamphlets
were currently being p~:ocessed
for distribution to the peoplll. of
that area, and that UNM .students could serve' as distributors.
Taking a long range view. Bill
McKenzie, of tile: Economic Opportunity Board; i suggested that
UNM: s_ tudents coldcl ~lso conduct
surveys to discover· the actual
community needs. ·
·
The CC,llegiate Press Service
..,'The people get ti~:ed of handNEW YORK (CPS)-St. John's
bills and meetings, and after a
University entered a new sewhile they don't mean anything,"
said McKenzie. "On the other , mester last week with pickets
hand, surveys create community outside it$ . doors, students con.cohesiveness and interest," he sidering transfers, and dozens of
teachers looking for other jobs. ,
said.
I~ all i~ a result of a teacher~'- ..
The surveys '\_Viii provide information on the individual and im~ str1kll. whi<;~ began on Jan. 4 ~ft-
mediate needs of the community, er the university's administratioh
and will serve as the basis for had dismisseti:31 teachers late'ih
establishing specific improvement December.
The St. John's chapter of the
projects.
NOTHING FORGOTTEN. In his layolf of nearly a month because
of a badly cut right arm Lobo Mel Danieis lOPks tough in this
UNM students can also act as American Association of Univerelfort grabbing a rebound for the Lobos during their win over
coordinators for the incorporation sity Professors went on record
l'{ew 1\leltieo State last l\ight.
of neighborhood Pri>Jects. In this last weekencl as opposing the aecapacity., they would be respon.o. ticns of the striking teachers. Tbll.
sible for explaining to the people vote overruled the recommendathe aims of redevelopment pro- tion of the organization's lO-man
grams, for edueating the ppten• executive council.
The council, which last month
tial project leaders, and for inhad endorsed the right of faculty
vestigating problem areas.
McKenzie said that the stu- members to honor thll. picket line,
dent's aim will be twofold: to immediately resigned.
At a three-and-a-half hour
inform the people of their rights,
and to inform the leaders of their meeting of the AAUP chapter,
the organization voted 94 to 59
By United Press International
responsibilities.
He said involvement in Viet
WASHINGTON - Ambassa- Nam is "a grievous misplacement
To generate the interest of the in favor of a motion to "condemn
students, ACOHR will havll. a any action that endorses thll. dor to the U.N. Arthur Goldberg of emphasis" in U.S. foreign polkickoff meeting Feb. 26. Invita- present strikll. against the univer- and President Johnson conferred icy. He added, further escalation
yeste~:day at the White House.
tions will be sent to the Wesley sity."
of the American commitment in
"We also considet," the resolu- Later, Goldberg rejected as "un- VietNam would almost certainly
Foundation, Newman Center, Tutorial Program members, Peace tion continued, "that support of acceptable'' a North Vietnamese mena war with Red China.
Corps, and other campus groups. the strike is prejudicial to the demand that the Viet Cong be
But, at the same time, Kennan
Speaking to the groups will oo rights of innocent third parties- the sole representattive of the said great damage would be done
James Farmer, past CORE presi- namely, the students.'' A m()tion South Vietnamese in any peace
(Continued on page 4)
dent who is currently working to censure the university was de- talks. Goldberg said that North
feated 88 to 87.
Vietnamese i)resident Ho Chi
with anti-pove~:ty programs.
The organization had previous- Minh had injected an entirely
The South Broadway Redll.velopment comes under Title It of ly been governed by the staw- unacceptable condition into the
the Economic Opportunity Act, an ment of thll. executive council that picture with this demand. Hll. conact designed tp help the people it was not violation of profession- tinued to say that no countey has
help themselves to realize their al ethics to honor the picket line. recognized thll. Viet Cong as a
needs and meet their social prob- Immediately after the new pto- government while 70 nations have
posal was passed.
recognized the Saigon governlems.
A statement by the executivll. ment.
The students will help by showing the people the advantages of ~ council charged that the vote was
--6Kennan Warns Against U.S.
such programs and encourage traceablll. to "the influx of 82
City Personnel Director, Joe L.
Policy
their individual efforts. In this Vincentians into an organization
Freeman said in a statement that,
CAPITAL HILL Former
way, the people will gain more that two years ago their officials
"Firem~n already have parity pay
impetus to overcome their own and s1.1periors refused to recog- U.S. Ambassador to Russia and
with policemen, and their request
problem with little help from out- nize.'' The Vincentian order runs Yugoslavia, George Kennan, tesg,oing before the electorate Feb.
St. John's, the nation's largest tified before the Senate Foreign
side.
15 actually seeks to violate tbll.
Roman Catholic. institution, with Relations Committee :yesterday on
concept of equal pay for equal
an enrollment of over 13,000.
VietNam.
work."

2406 Central SE

..

Engineers and Scientists:
Let's talk abo~.:~t a career at Boeing ..•
50-year leader in aerospace technology

Vietnamese· Demands

Rejected by Goldberg

Campus Interviews, Thursday and Friday. February 17 and 18
The most effective way to evaluate a com·
pany in terms of its potential for dynamic
career growth is to examine its past record, its current status, and its prospects
and planning for the future, together with
the professional climate it offers for the
development of your individual capabilities.
Boeing, which in 1966 completes 50 years
of unmatched aircraft innovation and production, offers you career opportunities as
diverse as its extensive and varied backlog. Whether your interests lie in the field
of commercial jet airliners of the future or
in space-flight technology, you can find at
Boeing an opening which combines profes·
sional challenge and long-range stability.
The men of Boeing are today pioneering
evolutionary advances in both civilian and
military aircraft, as well as in space programs of such historic importance as
America's first moon landing. Missiles,
space vehicles, gas turbine engines, trans·
port helicopters, marine vehicles and basic
research are other areas of Boeing activity.
There's a spot where your talents can
mature and grow at Boeing, in research,
design, test, manufacturing _or administra·
tion. The company's position as world
leader in jet transportation provides il
measure of the calibre of people with
whom you would work. In addition, Boeing
people work in small groups, where initia·
tive and ability get maximum exposure.
Boeing encourages participation in the
company-paid Graduate Study Program at
leading colleges and universities near
company installations.
We'1e looking forward to meeting engl·
neering, malfiematics and science seniors
and graduate students during our visit to
your campus. Make an appointment now
at your placement office. Boeing Is art
equal opportunity employer.
It! Boeing's new short·range 137 Jetliner. f2)
Variable-sweep wing design for the nation's
first supersonic commercial jet transport.
(3) NASA's Saturn Vlaunch vehicle will power
orbital and deep-space flights. (4) Model of

·1
·Wolfpock Cagers
Trod Over Stot~
By 74-b1 Score
By PAUL COUEY
LOBO Sports Editor
New Mexico, obviously looking
towards tomorrow night's game
with Texas Western, ·rolled by
down-state rival New Mexico State
last night, 74-61 in Johnson Gym.
The victory pushed the Lobo's
season record to 13-4. They had
t1·ied three times i_n a row to hit
the 13 mark· before the Aggie
game. The Aggie's record fell to
4-18.
Leading New Mexico State in
scoring was big 7-foot Mil\~ .
Dabich with 21 points. He also led all scorers :for the game. High for
New Mexico was Jim Patterson
with 16.
New Mexico got balanced scoring :from Jim Howard with 12
points, Bill Morgan with 11, Don
Hover with 14, and Mel Daniels
with 12. Daniels didn't play in the
first half but showed good form
in gathering his point total in the
second.
After the game Daniels said his
arm "felt good" and didn't seem
to givll. him any trouble. Asked
if he'd be real\y for the Texas
Western game, he said " 1 hope

ao.'•

New M&ico jumped out. to a
two lelfd in the first half, but New
Mexico State stuck close to the
Lobo's heels until 8:38 was' '1e£e."-"
when the Lobus increased their
lead to ten, 28-18. Then on baskets by Patterson, Howard,
Hoover, Monroe and Johnston,
New Mexico increased that lead to
40-26 by the end of the half.
State stayed with the Lobos ·
largely on . their rebounding
strength. The teams were even
in that department with UNM
getting 37 and State gathering in
87. Bill Morgan had 8 for New
Mexico while Art Davis had 13 for
theAggies.
Thll. Aggies also out shot thll.
(Continued onpagll. 7)

In Feb. 15 Vote

Personnel Director Against;.cFirema~, Policeman Parity

Viet Nam Crowd
Greets Humphrey

SAIGON-(UPI), Vice President llumphrey arrived in Saigon
yesterday and was welcoming by
thousands of persons at the Saigon . airport. To the dismay of
military guards the Vice President moved into the crowd to
shake. outstretched hands.
In a :formal statement Humphrey said that he was in VietNam
as a representative of thll. Great
Society, bringing knowledge in
building a decent and progressive
society.

Firemen's Wages
William Pedigo, firemen's union
represeutative, will discuss the
upcoming election on. wages at a
meeting ot the UNM: Young
Democrats, Monday, Feb. 14, in
room 250-G of the Union at 7:80
p.m. All intere!lted people are
urged to attend.

lunar Orbiter Boerng Is tiuilding for NASA.
151 Boelng-Vertol 107 transport helicopter
shown With Boeing 707 Jetliner.

·BOEING

Dlvlsliiils: Commercial Airplane • Military Airplane • Missile • Sl)aca • Turbine • Vertol • Also, Boelna Scientific Research Llboratorln

I

ArizOna Stale Rejects SDS
na~p~n<>.

STALLINGS
Press Service
z.--St1~dents for a
tried to invadll. the heart of Goldwaterland
in the :fall, but so far they have
been rebuffed.
"In the best interest& of thll.
university and its student body,"
SDS was denied recognition on
Dec. 14 as a campus organization
at Arizone State University. The
unanimous decision of the execU•
tive council of the Associated Stud!!nts of AriMna State Universit:y (ASASU) came after a rehearing on the SDS petition, ilitervention by the American Civil
Liberties Union, and the circula•
tion of a recall petition on campus naming all sevll.n members of
the executive council.

.John Livingston, local SDS
versity cannot be justified as an
)lresident. says the groull now
officially recognized· campus orPl!lns to appeal to the Arizona
ganization." ·
courts.
Since SDS protested that the
The executive council which
reasons were not specific, ASASU
consists of the five ASASU officPresident Fred Reish elaborated
ers plus the presidents of Associ·
in a guest editorial in the campus
ated Men Students and Associnewspaper, The State Press, on
ated Women Students, first reNov. 17.
fused the SDS request on Oct. 4
Reish said he believed that any
by a 6-0 vote. 1'he decision was
gro1.1p should be recognized exexplained in a letter to SDS
cept one which:
which said in part: "The council
-advocates violent overthrow
was unanimous in its feeling that
of the United States, Arizona, or
the purposes and goals of SDS
university governments;
are such that the organization
-advocates violation of the
would not be an asset to the camconstitution or laws of any of
pus and co1.1ld possibly be a dethese governments;
termined detriment. We further- . . -"acts or has acted on the nafeel that an organization which
tional level or in other )!arts of
does not provide a significant and
the country in such a manner as
positive contribution to the uni(Continued un page 7)

Freeman urges people to vote
against the question of parity
between firemen and policemen.
Explained Freeman, the city
pay structure is based on the
equal work equal pay concept.
"Fireman are actually seeking to
violate parity by insisting that
their pay be raised equal with
that of policemen based not on
equal responsibility but on simil·
arity of job title," he said.
In a Nov. '65, report, Freeman
stated that in the firemen's proposal a lieutenant in the fire de·
partment draw the same pay as a
lieutenant in the police force. sr_:;.J
though these jobs bave the S!lme
title they do not have the comparable rl)sponsibilities.
At the request of the city, man•
agement consultants, Cresap McCormick, and Paget, who are doing a complete wage study for the
city, were asked to submit in advante that portion of the study
covering firemen's and polite•
men's salaries.
The consultants recommended
changes which would equalize Fre
Department and Policemen's salaries to a certain degree. However! this concept has already been
rejected by the petitioning Fire
Fighter's Union.

-- ~ ··'
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.T~~chers ~trike ·.·~.;
noticea ;.jJi .the mail lately, Having
1
already been in the service my-· . NEW
N; j .-hnii); MorJ
-.··.u·.·a·
-ability
to play
basketball
as well self, I.· f~el ·re}~tively, ;lfon'fidimt than half, of the public ·sch9ol
as he does,
despite
his bandaged'
• hand and arm, We. understand that l'wj),!.. not be c31led, howeyer; teachers in Newark went on
did receive somewhat of a shock teachers in Newark went on strike
that when the season is over, the Ithe
other day when I thought that Thursday, disrupting classes r!lr .
I
was
going to be inducted by the 75 thousand children and forcing
·~~'IA-----_'11·1·--~
t:r:::~::i;;wi~ll
be placed
a spec.
ial
booth
as aintoken
of
Albuquerque
Nati!lnal Bank~ the city to close . down schools.
our good showing in ·this year"s
they
sent
me
an OVERdraft
WAC competition. The exhibit
The striking teachers, members
notice.
of the Newark Teachers Associa- .
By THOMAS ORMSBY
will be titled, ;·o~r ~an's Splint." . ' ,,,...,_
tion are demanding wage lnWith the ever increasing call ,1:ia'tban Puttney of Weed, So. c:t:eases. The move f(lllowed breakfor young men into the aervice Dakota holds the world record down of negotiations between the
more and more of my friends for walking,backward in a snow- teachers and tbe school board..
'
We
learned
that
the
demonst:r:ahave been getting their draft storm, 143 miles.
In progress, at this very minute
outside the Union is another one tors taking part in today's protest
of those anti-Viet Nam policy had to come indoors not long after
demonstrations. The protest i;; their effort began due to the low
being sponsored by SDS (Stu- temperatures which prevailed dur·
dents who Don't Study) in their ing the morning hours. We look
continuing effort to give America upon this as the spite that came
.. '
a good image overseas through · in from the cold.
* * *
the, use of demonstrative techniA VALUABLE COURSEJN ·THE ART AND
We must, in all honesty, take
q~which are held in the best inTECHNIQUE OF DISCUSSION,
terests -of whole-hearted support
the
for
of their government.
. They ought to use their ''talCOLLEGE CROWD
CLASSES ON EIGHT CONSECUTIVE WEDNESDAY
ents" to picket something worthRENTALS
while, such as the Anthro departNIGHTS-7:00PM TO 8:45PM
ment-an organization of evil,
with the intent of demoralizing
INSTRUCTION BY FR. ROBT. BURNS, O.P.
U.S. college students.
·

U

. .

our bat& off to ~el Daniels for his

'Ill '·S..

-.n.·-~-~e

ARK,

.a·
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Friday, February u,i9G6

Data PrOCeSs ·shows Endless .u~e"l:
* ·*
j(,

. .. ~,..
• '' >
'•
...

Student parking, "):.ost My Space"
Pete Kendall, "Can't do Camera"
;_g,e, LO»O, *'See lJ.S. News"

Psyc. dept.
Zeros"

grades,

"Logan's

REGISTRATION, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16,- 7 PM
SUZUKI
X-6HUSTLER

ALL- ARE INVITED

THE HOTTEST LIGHTWEIGHT
' EVER BUILT
The X·G, with its 6-apeed tratlllmission,
ollt-pl!l'forma aU other li11htwe1Khts and
lll)llle heavyWeights. All Suzuki warranf;Ja are for 12 months or 12,000

M:aster Plannerf,J.l~H~
Ur.f ··ll
It ljur
~
. • ... • '" ,

it's

NEWMA'N LEADERSHIP

* • •

'Pete Kendall

' ,'

' \ •'

'"! ' ,., i

."Master planners ~re those who are btii1a{i\~:-t~i~-~~~)h
sbtution, making it fine to walk among because of its scenery whiel:! ·is ·beautiful. But dare not· attend this: sehool
irtcompetence." This is the view: one UNM
because .of
student who was interviewed in the New ·Mexico Union:·
· Other studen~s· interviewed were less· e~phatic· but just as
vehement.
·
.
·
· ' ·
· · ··
"Master-plaster plam1er," said: .one· student,. "is a farcical
en~~a.': A,nqth~f s1tudent said t~at his fe.elings ran stron~
ly counter to those of. the .master, P,l~tn.ner and so they '*ciith
be printed." .~.
: When quizzed on the master planner situation a graduate
student said, "I'm. ~gainst it." ... . :. ,. . . .·
; A ..r;;t,ther tall:.fell'O~ commented, "He~s .got. an idea, but
"' ... "''~"''·''·' ..,,, "h"~w
-~·-l't'll work' ." .. -" · · , · ·
he, d. oesn."'~n.now,
· ~~r~Q..~af:.J9.i!ri!~Jistfl·f:fit'J!t · was hesitant ·to say anything
bu.t:';firtaU"t";U:eolctr. dowli'.:anu aeclm.·ed, "He must be a little
~ell<t'\fJr~ tn(i'.back yar,q §1Jtti:qg in the sand. and playing with .
a pail and shovel.'.'
.
Some students simply declined to answe1; because the
issue iS 11SQ COnti•oversial.''
' I

M'""-.,.....--'----~

In a follow-up to yesterday's
Academy Awards presentations,
I should like to release the list
of winners for the Emmy A.wards
for the best television programs
of the year, and what they honor:·

t

•

.

••

,.

'

,,

of

.. ' " ' I . '

·,

NEWMAN CENTER

mil...

Phone 247~1094

1815 Las Lomas Road NE

CUSHMAN MOTORS
833 SAN PJIDRO, N.E.
2Gii-78GS

Health Service patients, ''Green
.A.chers"
Rodey, "Weird Theatre"
our campus, "The Barren"
Charles Sheehan, "The Loan Arranger"

Sweeter
than
Candy

SON~

TAPEMATES

You owe it
to yourself
to find out what
the Bell System
can ·offer you!

. . .I . . ,
New·
mage

····~?·.. ·rJ',,0. . . ) ,
eQ.:.:-,,~:~;- .:~:-:;.~~:~·.:~l};ces -~ ·

C

•

We're a vigorous busi~ess in a
booming fjeld-communicoa;.,
tions.
Our choice of jobs is vast and
varied. Each has particular requirements for excenenc~.
.
We need good people for man·
agement because of our policy
of promoting from within. You
move up at your own speed as
demonstrated by your individual
performance.
Promotions naturally go to those
who can successfully run their
jobs with minimum assistance,
deal effectively with people, We work in space •••
handle tough and unfamiliar
assignments- people who can
produce.
We want to meet those who have
done well- top half of their
class - and who expect to keep
on doing well. You owe it to
yourself to find out what kind of
a rewarding business or engineering career the Bell System
can offer you.
The Bell System companies- and under the sea •••
where people find solutions to
exciting problems- are equal
opportunity employers.
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By TIM HUNTER
. . bar~'l,i~_.;crntched the surface," would. be a highly developed sys..te;m With students having direct
"Potentially 'this· computer :can :·said J ettr"y' • ·
•
to the computer.
do an](tbing,;;~;- ?L\lma.n:.•ca~ •.. d(!~: ·';J·,T.h~.~~.'.r;:;t,as been function-: access
"It
could
.answer problems of a
;r'here IS n~ fmil known I;~ What . ~ng at•UN"M,·-for onl,y ~our semes- simple nature
and aid;in· tea~h
tt can do m:."il:hi! ':f,p,t;ur~:·~. These:- ters· and the- "JJCrsonnet are coning"/'
Jeffrey
said.
Such proposals
are the word~!:qf•Mr, lt-ob~~t Jef· ., sta~~iy'_'se~k.ing new applications
·
are
highly
futuristic
and bear no
frey, an emvl~ye of the .. U'NM for ds. ser¥JC:es. · · ·
Data Processmg. Uenter. · ·
"There ",is" fiO master· plan as relation to the present activitit:ls
J~ffrey and .his assistants .lll'- ., yet, ~t. leJ~.st·of the k!nd which of the center, he said.
.The center .now concerns itself ·
plamed to tM L0130 the:variOl,IS · ·concmves ·plans and d~rects the
with
compiling lists 'Of students
functions of th~ computer 'com- .~-university·. ori. such matters as
for
administrative
• uses and in
plex located .in . the ~ducatfon . :·.road: building and the exact placetallying
t~e
campus
payroll.
building. They. said .that al:...'pte.s~. ;:..:men.t·"o:f:Stllc;t[!lts," said a spokesant the highly !lo:PIIistieated~ ap- --·mnn. · · · " ;· ·
·
paratus was being used for .... ··''There is, however, a visipn. of
"mainly administrative work,1'. -a masiu .plaiti' said Jeffr~y. "It •
and that future uses of its. abilo .is a muc;h. further ,look ahead."
ities are undisct>veted •. :.'~We'v~ 'Tile .. )ttaster· plan of the future
'c;.
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Nothing says it like your voice
-correspond by Tope

The following Bell System Companies will be on
the campus of
•

THE

UNIVERSITY OF

NEW MEXICO

FEBRUARY 21,

SOUND by

and over the land •••
to provide the world's

1966

MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE '
BELL 1'ELEPHONE LABORATORIES
THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

finest communications

SANDIA CORPOMTION

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TODAY!

@Mountain StatesTelep~one
Near the University
~11 MONiE VtSTA NE

'..
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J
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• ••til"'-'.'

for one
J-lelpful.for School
Fun at Parties
GREAT for
LIVING LETTERS

''

'

MAGNE'riC '!'APES A'l' right used to store vast amounts of in·
formation for registration and administration purposes are operated by John C. Kurtz, well versed operator of the lBM unit.
Above, ,Jack H. Feise explains the intricate workings of Itis
Iliachint:ls which a1re used not for general research but for
computation and administrative purposes.

STUDENT HELPER HENR.Y Esquibel puts a student. card-sorting machine through its paees during registration. At top ]eft,
James Armijo observes a similar machine at work.

1,
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Managing Editor'------------------------------------ Jack Brown
Associate Editor -------------------------------- Thomas Ormsby
Business Supervisor ---------------------------- Richard P. French
Advertising Manager ------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
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CURFEW ANTIQUATED
Student Council is to be commended on its resolution
seeking the cooperation of UNM Administration in the reduction of student costs and elimination of curfews for
women students.
ALTHOUGH THE LOWERING of the tuition rates by
appeal to the state legislature strikes us as being futile, we
feel that other suggestions put forth by Council deserve
careful consideration. We are especiaHy glad to see the proposal to lower bookstore prices by making the bookstore a
non-profit operation.
Another gripe we have about the bookstore beyond its
,.. ..IJrices (which seem to assume that every student is on a
full time scholarship) is that it is always out of books. We
believe it is time for the bookstore to stop worrying about
making its budgeted proflt and begin to act as a student
service..
NOT E'VEN ANCIENT Hodgin Hall is more antiquated
than the curfew system for women students on campus. It
is incomprehensible that the administration will not presently allow women students over 21 to be exempt from c·urfew hours. We also can't believe that the administration
and its crony organizations will not allow women under 21
and who bave obtained parental pennission to also be exempt :from hours. The Associated Students Constitution
guarantees equal rights to coeds and it may be time for
women students and student government to initiate an active program to secure those rights.
We only hope that Student Council will follow through ·
...d""with its actions by pressing the administration for open
discussion and consideration o:f this matter.
--James Jansson

NEWS ROUNDUP

Russia Says Thel'e Is Wate..
on the Moon.
MOSCOW Top Russjan
(Continued From Page 1)
space scientist revealed yesterday
that the moon's rocks hold water.
if the U.S. suddenly pulled out The president of the Soviet Acadof Viet Nam. He told the com- emy of Sciences also disclosed
mittee's. members a Communist that the Luna-9 spacecraft had
takeover can only be prevented weighed only 220 pounds when it
"by a restrained and modeJ:"ate
soft-landed on the moon. Earlier
policy on our part."
specul;~tion indicated that the
Kennan said that he is afraid spacecraft weighed more than
American foreign :policy is still 3,000 pounds, The Soviet e:xpert
inilueneed by wbat be termed
said that the Kremlin makes
,
"illusions of invi.ncibility on our also
no
claims
on the moon and wants
· • ....,._'part • • • The idea that there is to cooperate
with the U.S. in
no kind of problem • • • we can- space exploration.
not solve.''

e

Letters

· 'Legal authorities pointed out sources, the law is·not precise on
that the State ·Department was the length of time the passport
not an enforcement agency and ban may stay in effect. Some eonthat criminal prosecution under tend that a passport may he l'ethe laws, if any, is decided upon voked :for a set period of time,
by the Justice Department, Un- · varying with the circhmstances.
der Section 212 of the Immigra-. Others coJ)tend passports should
tion and Nationality Act pf 19&5, be returned when an affidavit
the Pl'esident it empowered in an· pledging future compliance is
emergency to restrict travel by filed with the department.
both aliens and citizens.
Reached in New Haven, Conn.,
This can be done either by an for comment, Lynd expressed the
executive decree or, as in the hope that the "temporary unpleapresent case, by a delegation of santness" with the State Departthe President's responsibility to ment would soon be over. His
the Secretary of State.
passport was stamped "cancelled'
"l.ifting a passport. is only an when he got off a plane from
administrative slap on the wrist,". London last weekend.
·
a State Department official said.
He said he bad accepted an in"It's only tentative. Any citizen vitation. to speak at a Vietnam
can appeal with counsel before teach-in in Oslp, Norway on Apdl
the department's Passport Review 16 as well as an invitation. to apBoard."
pear in England at Eastertime.
There have been several pubIn the meantime, Lynd said he
licized cases of passport lifting in will undertake several speaking
l'ecent years. In one, journalist: appearances in Canada, where no
William Worthy had his passport passport is l'equired of U.S. citirevoked for traveling t11 Com· zens.
munist China in 1956 and to Cuba
"Part of what is involved in the
in 1964. His conviction on violat- State Department's action," he
ing the passport law was later said, ''is a negative response to
thrown out by a federal court.
Americans citizens going to forIn 1963; three American univer· eign countries to speak critically
sity students lost their passports of American policies,"
after a trip to Cuba.
Apetheker and Hayden could
According to State Department not be reached for comment.

Letters
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SDS VIGIL
To the students and teachers of
UNM:
On Friday, Feb. 11, the eve of
Abraham Lincoln's birthday, a 24
hour vigil will be held in front of
the Union as a protest to the eon-

we advocate for tbat country is
the democracy of the c:oneentration camp. Our resort to arms has
merely magnified the bankruptcy
of our ideas and the atrophy of
our ideals.
We have become the greatest

the United. States ag;ainst the
people of Viet Nam. Abraham
Lincoln, against great public and
political pressure, opposed tho
American aggression in the Mexican War of 1848.
By his opposition to the Mexican War, Abraham asserted a
deeply patriotic sense of shame
for his country's loss of dignity
and honor in that historic episode.
It is to this patriotic tradition
that we unite ourselves in opposition to this new, more 'Shameful,
and deadlier aggression in Viet
Nam.
For years now, as most students and teachers know, the
United States has been engaged
in an appallingly unimaginativ-e
response to an underdeveloped
world seething with hunger, resentment, and revolution. That
troglodytic response has now
brought us to the low ebb of
fighting ideas with napalm. Our
refusal to negotiate in VietNam
with the National Liberation
Front means that the democracy

planet. We have goose-stepped
to "victory" in Guatemala. We
have goose-stepped to "victory"
in the Dominican Republic. :Now
we are apparently goose-stepping
to "victory" in Viet Nam. How
many such "victories" can we
stand? Is it to be Cuba tomorrow . . . and then the world?
Does democracy have any mean•
ing at all for us if in our misguided patriotic zeal to stamp
out revolutions, we become the
armed energumens of the earth?
Students and teachers, if they
1:10 choose, may allow their grades
and degrees. to become good conduct medals for their safe, comfol'table, cowardly, selfish and
sterile confornlity and servility
to all authority. Be it only quixotic fantasy, however, one can
also visualize students and teachers as the creative vanguard of a
radically more meaningful democ·
l'acy which would give to Americans that unselfish patriotism
which prides itself on the na(Continued on page 5)

tinned and growing

aggre~>Sion

(Continued from page 4)
tion;s accomplishments and places
its loyalty in the brotherhood of
man above all chauvinisms.
It' is, therefore, with a be.
leaguered but resurgent sense of
optimism in the possibilities and
capabilities of American students,
teachers and citizens, that this
appeal is made for your support
of the Friday vigil in front of the
Union. Participation is, of course,
open to all.
Sincerely,
Ernest A. Mares
Students for a Democratic
Society
This is a filler. It is set especial·
ly to fill up embarrassing holes in
the paper. If you wonder why they
are all the same it is because we
Jack imagination.

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Unusual Things From
LOOK COACH, I CAN SHOOT AGAIN! Lobo All-America candidate Mel Daniels displays his heavily taped l'ight arm in the New
Mexico State-LQbo game last night. He saw only limited action
but he bad 12 points and is expected to gp most of the way
against foul'th ranked Texas Western. tomorrow night.

CALLING U

w~ ..,d
lo~ tliall :260

wordf. tn>ewritten. double
spaeed.
Ntelepboae
nwnber snd addrea moot be
fncladed, although ll&lbe wiD
be withheld upon nqust.

J.atin American Desk Executive DQatd,
Union 250A, 12:30 p.m.
Film Classiea ~ ~·A Day at the Races,"
Union Theater, '1, 9:30 p.m••
Lobo Coif"" Houoe, Union Lobo Room,
7 p.m.
Baha'i, Union 231B-C, 11 p.m.
llcgistration, Dllnee, .Johnny Tollolson,
Union Ilalltoom.
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who posted upon our door, a forOh, :she was a sweetheart. She mal notice of evictionj along with
had just purchased our apartment her personal comments stating
building a week before, and had, that if I was not out of that rat
as was her practi(le (as we later trap by Dec. 24, she would have
found out) decided to .prejudge the police escort me ·to my new
the human race to see if anyone residence-on the curb.
qualified as one of her tenants.
Now, my ftiends, this would
Unfortunately at the time, (fortu- sufficient to conclude any story,
nately now), we did not liv-e up tO but the..e's more to come. Findher standards, so we Wete issued ing myself in. a predicament, 'I
an eviction notice on D.ee. 22, immediately began the seal'Ch for
1965. I took one look at the another apartment (which is the
notice, and could only utter, only way to spend Chl'istmas :£ve,
"Well, Merry Christmas.''
let me tell you). Walking around
l took it upon myself to visit the neighborhood, I came acrO)'Is
this epitome of humanitarianism another apal'tment for rent.
the next day to see oh what
I called the number listed on
grounds we wel'e being kicked the door, and do I really need
tell you who the landlady was
out.
She . merely stated that · she (five second pause for a souldidn't like us (finn legal grounds, searching guess). You're probabthe students?). But the law was ly ri'ht, it wa~ -she again, and
on her side, so I was, despite the upon hearing who I was, said
noblest etl'orts to appeal to her that she bad no intention of rentlong gone sense of mercy, left ing IUIY o! her . places to me.
without a home (on Dec. 23), Not "Well, Merry . Christmas.'' You
being satisfied that she bad done may as well. take warning, she is
her very ,best to apread Christmas bitterly oppllsed to certain types
cheer, she contacted her lawYer, of tenants-humans, it would

MEXICO
3009 Central NE
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Go KJl\VJlSJlKI
The first sports cycle in the luxury class. Two
and four cycle models from 85cc to 650cc.

4909 Lomas Blvd. NE
265-4592

KAWASAKI~

If you can't say it .•• sing it.

NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

Philosophy Talk

"Wittgenstein" will be the subject of a talk by Mr. Gus Blaisdell of the UNM Press to the
Philosophy Club Sunday, Feb. 13
at 7:30 p.m. at Prof. Schmidt's
apartment, 6303 Indian School
Rd. N. E., Apt. 605,

of lnilitary -power on thi" bungey

PRICES LOWERED TO
START THE YEAR IN A MOST THRIFTY MANNER!

25%-40% OFF

Claim Liberty-- ThrOw Out All Landladies
Editor's Note: This is the third
in a series of columdS ·dealing
with apartment Jiving, intended
for enlightenment only.
By TH_GMAS ORMSBY
Behold the nasty landlady renting and raving. Ab, yes, a
familiar seene to all of us poor
forgotten apartment dwelleJ:"s,
Most of us who reside in such
abodes, pay the rent regularly,
IJL"keep the plaee in fact, etc., have
little fear of being exicted, but
until you have experienced that
thrill, man-you hav-~n't lived.
Consider for a moment the following true-life, actual and all
too real account of what happened
to one such law abiding, clean-cut
and polite apartment residentme.
Twas thtee days before Christmas, and. all through the plate,
not a creature was stir..ing, eJ:•
eept our 11ew landlady who had a
few minutes before, barged mto
our pbee, stttrmed tlltough all
the 'rooms as site pleased and
made a few eetmhle!lts · ;(which
•ood taste demands be unprint-

Patronize· LOBO Advertisers

Letters are welcome, and aboul~
be no longer than 250 wllfds,
typewritten, double spaced. Name,
televhone number and addrcas
must be included, Rltbo\lgh nam•
wiU be withheld upon request.
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··~· •trufs-- ourney

WASHINGTON (CPS)- The
State Department has announced
that it is revoking the pas,;;ports
of Staughton Lynd, Herbert Ap·
theker, and Thomas Hayden on
the grounds that they violated
travel restrictions when they
visited North ·vietnam.
·
Registered letters were sent to
the three last week notifying
them of the decision and asking
them to return their passports to
the department. The Justice Department is expected to consider
the matter and decide whether
any legal action should be taken
against the men.
Lynd is an assist;mt professor
of history at Yale, Aptheker is a
leading theoretician in the American Communist Party, and Hayden is a fo~nder of the St~dent
for a Demoeratic Society.
The three made the widely-publicized fact-finding trip to Hanoi
to I>OUnd out the Ho Chi Minh regime on the possibility of a nego.
tiated settlement of the Vietnam.
war.
Since their return to the U.S. on
Jan. 9 they have continued their
attacks a.g;1inst the Johnson Administration's policy in Vietnam.
(Lynd was in London h.st week
just after the State Depal'tment's
announcement was JDade to address a peace-in-Vietnam demonstration. He told a crowd of about
2,000 in famed Trafalgar Square
that the U.S. government deceived the people of the United
States and the world in. its explanation of why the bombing of
North Vietnam was resumed.
Lynd arrived in London on Friday to participate in a BBC program. On it, the Yale professor
said the North Vietnamese leaders thought the U.S. government
was tr)ting to win public i~pinio~
with its peace maneuvers while
intending to negotiate from ''positions of strengtb.'')
The Supreme Coud has upheld
the right of the Secretary of State
to designate certain areas offlimits for ttaYel by Antericans
and to deny passports to persons
who wish to go there.
State Department spokesmen
insisted that the move was not an
effort to silence critics, but rather
one to head ofl' any tendency of
priv-ate individuals to travel to
various world capitals as self-appointed "negotiators.'' American
law forbids the conduct of foreign
negotiations by other than duly
constituted authorities named by
the President.
"There is no way the government can keep track of or deter
American citizens from going
where they wish abroad," one
source·here said. "All the governmtnt can do is make regulations
for the protection of American
citizemi and then, if they are violated, take whatever steps it ran
under the law:!' _
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seem.
comfortably nestled in a. nicet,
Well, all is not that bleak. l
newer apartment (this one had
did manage some Christmas shop- plumbing and heating). It also
ping, and did manage to get a bas the greatest managers you'd
new place to live, but. , .
ever want to meet. They really
In the haste of leaving the smile, say good morning, like
place, I had left some items be- people, and drive a Volkswagen:
bind that belonged to my rwm- Man, that's mt type. There is
mate (away for the holidays) and also a welcome rapport between
had not realized sueh until seve..al them and my checkbook (pl'esentdays after moving. Noticing the lyon a low-cash diet).
landlady's flashy ear outside the
Readers-be n!)t discouraged
forme.. apadment one evening, l
by this tale of woe. There comes
knocked, the dQ!)r opened, and a time .in every student's life
there she was in tun glory. Ah, when you ue bound to run in
sweet image of womanhuod(.???) to a sneering landlady. And if
----cOJ!lplete with her usual metholl you &hou1d evel' be liO fortunate
of charm. "What do you want?'' to run into the one that I had,
I informed her that l had el)me to make it a niee, clean hit and run
retrieve Otll' meager funishings • • • permanent like.
to which she replied that she had
I hold no grudges concerning
tossed them ilUt-save perhaps her, but the only thing I can
our desk lamp. Well, that's life. I
sat Is . • • ''Well, Merry Christleft, never (I 'hope) to see her mns."
again (although she has a habit
This is the thiW,..and final in a
of cl'eeping 11ttlJ my dreams, the series of articles dealing with
kind You wake from • . • scream- the rCndless fun, sheet enjoyment,
ing.)
. cheerful, :friendly, laugh-filled
Well, all bad things must come and lively life of apartment livto an end, and 1 now find myself ers. Do.rms, anyone? ? ?

G-ANT SHIRTS
REGULAR 6.50-7.00
NOW 3.99

AT

Jjlrtnnan"s

\

Basic Poor Boy Acrilan Shift
Shape retaining easy core ocrilan. Self·tie sash,
modified scoop neck. Short sleeves. Navy, light blue,
wheat. Sizes S-M·L.

$11.95

W(ltJt/ruff-/!NHIIII
2904 Central, SE
Free Parking-ReClr Entrance

2000 CENTRAL SE
TERRACE AT CENTRAL
242-7265
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This is a filler. lt is set e~pecial·
ly to fill up embarrassing holes in
the paper. If you wonder why they
ar~ ,1\Il the same it is because we
l~<* hpagination.
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STUDY IN··
SOUTHERN
FRANCE

r. t ·

1

An undergraduate liberal-arts
year in Aix·en-Provence

'!~~;~,~~~~¥n~~~if~~~=~

LAST YEAR.'S l!EST
our Magazine',_i;;:~nnul!l;. .. . .
. . 'lhe. oiitJi,ts which help
them t~ assume the.Ir poslfiOlf$.. ',[,het~... SJgma, ,Ph! is currently
conductmg UNM's eff4!r! to contribute- one iirl for this year's
contest.
· ·· , .
·· ·" · ··:·: ·;.,,' · ~
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Cit
Cit·

. , EUR/:)P~AN .~!UD.l,l;§

The quest . fo~ Anj.etica's ten ·~ d~essed. entri'nts from campus
organizat'ij)i{s:
best dressed c91lege girls is now
.entering into its tenth year, The
After the one best dressed girl
whole idea behind the great look from UNM has been chosen from
on young women .i$ to stand out all the entries"she ·will··be-:photo-'
from the crowo with a· strict graphed in three different.outfits!
nvoidance of t~e !ah~r~h l'!ok-_a The three pictures, 'one ·with the:
type of classic mdiVI~UahtY: JS . entrant wearing- a ty:pj_cal cam-·
what the sponsors of tli1~ C'PIJt«;st,, pus outfit, IPl off-campus daytime
Glamour magazine, are l<?okmg.• oujfJLand. a. party dress, will all
for.
·• ·
· 1Je· sent in:to Glam11ur for the final
Theta Sigma Phi, nation~l liori.; · s:IectiQn' ,of~ thf-.ti!Jj. ·best dress
orary ior women in j!iuriialism· .. girls acros.lr;th~ ~Quntry,
will sponsor the best dressed con~·
TI.te national· winners of Glamtest on the University of New our's tenth annii~f: best 'dressed
Mexico campus.
. , • , ·.
contest wiii be flown t(l New York
, .by the magazine an.d phowYoung women.on campuses all graphed ~y top fashion photogover the country and most import- r~phers in the late spring. These
antly UNM, will choose their can- pu:tul'el! will then make up the
didates on the basis of ten traits text of the August college issue
with the sum total of thse traits ' of Glamour. The staff of Glamour
polished with confident sense of will then entertain the winners in
poise. Candidates wm .be evalu- New York City with a gala round
ated on the following:
of parties, theater, sightseeing,
1) a clear understanding of and interviews with leaders of
their fashion types;
the beauty and fashion industries.
2) a workable wardrobe plan;
3) a suitable campus look-in
Bill Passes
line with local customs;
SANTA FE-(UPI), The New
4) appropriate-never rah-rah Mexico State Senate approved a
-look for off-campus occasions·
t't t'
1
d
5) individuality in use ~£ c~I: cons I u tona amen ment which
v
v
would fix the size of the Senate
ors~ accessories;
at no more than 55 members. The
6) imagination in managing a vote was 23-6. The bill introduced
by Roosevelt County Democrat
clothes budget;
7) good grooming, not just Ike Morgan, passed the House
last week by a 64~3 margin,
neat, but impeccable;
8) clean, shining, well•kept
hair;
9) deft use of make-up (enough
to look pretty, but no overdone)·
10} good figure with beautifui
posture.
•

CD

A~T:. &< "RT ·ti{S~ORY
MEDJ.TI:RR~M'J:At!it..~TUDIES

a..
~.

New Mexico State

j

FRI·SAT FilM CLASSIC-"WILD STA:A'W'BEIIRIE'S"--7:110
"TO DIE IN MADRID"~8:35-10:10
SUN-THUR CLASSIC-"WILD STRAWBERRIES"-7:30
"TO DIE IN MADRID" 9:00

Don Pancho's

2 bla, rue du llon·P111teur
' ' Alx'.. n Proven .., France

ART-THEATJIIE

2tOB CENTRAL S.C.

247~••••
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Lace into

Brog1,1es

FOR
ADULTS
ONLY

You'll See Them At The
Roughest Parties In Town!
by Robert M. Moscow
A Whitehall Pictures

OPEN 2 P.M.
Continuous Shows

Central sa:·

.Chrisllan Science recturo
>MONDAY; FEBRUARY 14,1966
TIME: -8:00P.M.
NEW MEXICO UNION THEATRE·

.,_,

2A~06

In space ••• Vietnam •.• black
versus white ... everywhere the
basic challenge is to men's minds:
to discover a deeper spiritual insight ••. a dividing line between
myth and reality. Hear a campus
lecture titled "The Mythology of
Matter" by LENORE D. HANKS,
C.S.B., rnernber of lhe Christian
Science Board of Lectureship.

·' · ·

• , • .S~oiUiored, by,Christiarl Selene~ Organization ..
·'
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g1ve your

.. .

.

worsteds a
real hot wing tip

~eta mo~e on m the blucher with the Flexit Cushion insole in-

srde. Outs1de everything's smoothed over in smooth black forest.
~~~~~?·ck ~herr~ or black calf. City Club Shoes $15.00 to $24.00.
..

I you hke to be '" our shoes? Most of America is. International Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Available at these fine stores:
lfurlocks Shoe Store
3142 San Mateo N.E.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.

Dayhoff Shoes
Uptown Plaza
Gallup, N. Mex.

Farmington Shoe Store
l17West Main St•.
Farmington, N. Mex.'. : .
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CANDIES

Fo~!) You~

VALENTINE ...

'1

I
'·'

•. ~, Roybal ~~
'":Jo Dabick ><t~
·• Dabich
Noble
Davis
WiU!nms
Higgins
Morehead
Rollings

SDS

gfm.fga ftm·fla rbds. pf

''·

RED
FOIL HEARTS
5 1/2 oz. soc
1 lb.
$2.10
1 3/4 lb.. 3.40

5-13
6
•0.0
0
2-2 ···9
1·3 13 .

9·17

1-3

0-5

D-1

0·1

2-2

3

2
4

5
0
8
3

4

1

5

21
0
6
13
lQ
2

0

o-oo.oooo
•

•

•

(Continued from page.l} , • '"
to make the organization an undesirable addition to the campus."
Reish said tb"'t SDS had violated both items two and three of
his conditions by publicizing
methods for avoiding the draft,
urging civil disobedience, and advocating, in the Port Huron statement, that an alliance of students
and faculty "must wrest control
of the educational procedure frpm
the administrative bureaucracy."
SDS, in the meantime, obtained
the help of two ACLU lawyers,
petitioned ASU President G.
Homer Durham for a rehearing,
and instigated a petition for the
recall of all of the members of the
executive council.
The petition, which must obtain
3,000 signatures for the ASASU
officers, 2,250 for the AMS president, and 250 for the AWS president, is stili out. Approximately
300 signatures have been obtained
so far.
Reaspns given for recall are
lack of regard for the U.S. Con·
stitution, violation of ASU constitution by considering material
other than the sns constitution
in making the decision, and the
failure to give specific l'easons
for not approving SDS.
The second hearing was held in
late November with SDS charging that the executive council had
disregarded the 1st and 14th
Amendments to the Constitution.
By making a distinction between
advocating actions in violation or
not in violation of the law, SDS
charged that the council was tryiug "to regulate the content of
speech on the campus.''
The council was also charged
with attempting to regulate free
assembly by distinguishing between "desirable" and "undesirable" groups. "Determinatio~ of
guilt or innocence in the extremely sensitive area of speech, assembly, protest and dis!iertt,
!ihould be judged by the courts,"
SDS !iaid.
The answer was given on Dec.
14, again by a 6·0 vote. The ex•
planation condemned SDS for not
having 11disproven their connection with or adherence to the announced purpose of the national
SDS as set forth in their Port
Huron 11tatement nor refuted the
actions of SDS in different areas
of the nation.''
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FANCY

SATIN HEARTS
$3.35 to $10.00
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0·00·0000

8-18
0·1
. 2·4
. 6-12
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Wednesday, February 16· is
absolutely the last day for best

•

.• •

records and national rankings in ,ing at home in 10 years, 84 to 67
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
tact.
last weekend,
LOBO Sports Writer
Fans in Loboland can see nothThe Miners still have many l.tn·
All across t~J,e nation basketball ·
pleasant · memories about their
fans •are exchanging predictions ing but doom' for fourth ranked
encounters with the Lobo five last
abQUt which teams will come Texas Western-if Lobo ace Mef)
through the weekend with their . Daniels is back in the grooy~ :fi>r season. The Lobos downed TW
the New. Mexico-TW game~ ;to- .twice in El Paso last year-once
' monow mght at Johnson Gym,
in the Sun Bowl tourn11.ment and
LISTEN TO KNMD
' The Miners extended their win- once in the regular season play.
ning streak to 17 games with no
The outstanding TW win streak
los11es by defeating Arizona in El loses some of its impressiveness
· Paso last night. In their 17 game
when you consider that all but
romp the .Miners have'made cas- four o£ its games have beenpl11.yed ·'
at home.
t~altie.s of. Iowa, Tulsa, Arizona
Despite the Miners lack of eX:S~tjll(p{ flome), and .Colorado
perience look for them to turn in
Sta,te U'p'Jv«:rsity.
·
. So fa.Ii this season .the TW . a first class performance tp try·
quintet has out rebounded all foes and preserve their perfect record
enabling them to nam«: their< own before tangling with Arizona ·
game and set the tempo. Their top State again next week.
(Continued from page 1)
But the Lobos have'let the big
notch rebounding will come under
Lobos from the field, hitting on heavy- fire tomorrow night against one escape them all year and Sat25 of 58 for a 43 per cent mark. · the rebound-minded Lobos.
urday could be just the time for
The Lobos shot 24 of 65 for a poor
TW has Harry Flournoy and the confidence .. buildi!lg victory
37 per cent.
David Lattin on the ailing list: they need to spark their continuThe victory story was at the Flournoy has an injured knee, and ing challenge for the WAC title.
Look for the Wolfpack to edge
free throw line, a story seldom Lattin began practice this week
the Miners-by four points-·in
enjoyed by New Mexico in recent with a sore back.
games, as they hit on 2'6 of 34
However, this is not expected regulation. play. The victory will
for a 76 per cent mark. NMSU to_ upset the Miner attack since resolve around Daniels but most
shot a cold 46 per cent from the coach Don Haskins has nine play- expect him to be up for the game
line.
ers to select his starting five from. since his injury had had nearly
The Lobos take on fourth Six of the nine have scored over a month to heal: and he· rested·
most of the Aggie game last night .. ·
ranked Texas Western tomorrow 130 points apiece th.is year. ·
night in Johnson Gym.
Bobby Joe Hill, 5-10 guard,
leads all scoring with a 14.2 point
gfm-fga ftm-fta rbds. pf tp
. Ia PLANTE GALLERY
per game scoring average. FlourHoward
3·5
6-7
5
2 12
Interesting Things From
Monroe
3·5
1·3
G
o
7
noy, the number six man, is scorHoover
5-17
4-4
2
0 H
ing at a clip of 8.7.
Mol'l!'an
· 3·14 5·9
8
4 11
Daniels
5-8
2·8.
6
2 12
the big Miner victory
De La Porte
o.o o.;or 0 0 00 of Perhaps
the year was when they dealt
3009 Central NE
Dupree
0-3
0.:0
0
0 00
Spanholtz
0.0
0-0
l
0 00
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER
the
Sun
Devils
their
worst
thrashJohnston
.0·0
2·2
2
3
2
Cleveland
o.o o-o o o o
Pattenon
5-12 6·6
6
5 16
Fisher
o-o o-o 1 o o.
Roee
o.o o-o o o o
Burwitz
o-o o-o o .o o

.
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Wolfpock ··C'agers ·
Trod· Over·· State

~"._.,.' f

..

. i

,_

TeXas Western Doomed

.•' .

Ia ·, ~LAN'rE: G~LL~~'I;

j'

Being well•dresse~ says the editor-of Glamdur; Kathleen Casey,
is not a ·matter 'of· m'oney oj: an
extensive wa~·dri:lbe. The· development· of good· taste a'nd• an intelU.gent interest in one's appearance
without a· preoccupation with her
looks is the key for girls hoping
to· be chosen best dressed o'n their
campuses 'and ho);lefully tl1e ll'ation.
i ' •
l
~

•
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LIGHTWEIGijT MOTORCYCLES

JOIN THE COLLEGE CROWD ANI) ~OME ALIVE WITH A '65 BRIDGESTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT MOTORCYCLE AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS DURING THIS CLOSE
OUT SALE.
MERC. MOTORS

LARSON BOATS

2522 MONROE !q.E.

J)r.
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For the guy whO'd rather drive than fly : Chevelle SS-398
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THE CHEVROLET
WAY

Chevelle SS 396 Sport Coupe with Body by
Fisher, seat belts front and rear, one of eight
features now standard for your added safety.

This is about a Chevelle-a very special one-with a
bulging hood, a black grille and red stripe nylon tirell.
Start it up and you've tuned in on 396 cubic inehea of
Turbo-Jet V8.
Get it moving and suddenly you're a driver again. With
gears to shift. A clutch to work. Even a set of gauges to
read, it specified.
·
Now take a curve, surrounded by a machine that
delights in crooked roads. r.- - - - - T. his, you ·Be.e, is an
SS 396. A· Chevelle, yes.
_
But what a Chevelle.
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All klaels ot cars all In one place •• ; at 'your; Chevrolet dealer's cHEVROLET • CBEVELLB • CHEVY ii • CORVAlit • CORVBI ti
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
matches with Arizona State and
Southern California.

Sport

--o---

Shorts

YAF Head to Quit

'!! ...

•

''Frida1,1Februai:'Y 11, 1966

..'LISTEN, K~MD

Food Program

To Take ·New Post

SEE INDIANS MA~E
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

WHEN?

ADMISSION:

OLD TOWN

75 cents for students and faculty
One dollar for non-students

Admission to the Marni Nixon's
appearance will be on somewhat of
a priority basis as announced by
Dr. Harold Lavender, chairman
of the Cultural Committee.
Season ticket holders will be
admitted first, as part of the UNM
program Series for 1965-66.
Therefore, individual tickets will
be limited sale items, and will go
on sale at 8 p.m., 15 minutes
prior to the program. Sale of those
tickets will be in the Fine Arts
Bldg. Foyer.
Miss Nixon, known as the voice
of motion pictures such as "The
King and I," "West Side Story,"
and "My Fair Lady" is considered
to be one of the most versatile
actress-singers in the theatrical
and vlassical musical world today.
She is also a recording artist
for Columbia Records, in addition to having appeared in three
Carnegie Hall concerts with Leonard Bernstein and the New York
Philharmonic.

ul know

all about
General Electric.
They make·
toasters and irons
and th\ngs \ike

that."

CLAssiFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad.. 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mmt be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, student :Publications Building. :Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR sALE
IT makes ¢'s when you save $'• at GASAMAT-near you at 320 Wyoming Blvd.,
in Albuquerl:lue.
ROBERSON house at 3605 Britt NE1 3
bedroom, pueblo style_ carpeted, built-1ns,
immaculate~ Two. car garage. $17-50D-$2,000 cash on the Joan, Call Pat Davis,
• 299-5658.
2/7, 9, 10, 11
1964 FAIRLANE 500 sports coupe, 289 Hl'
engine, 4..speed trans., low mileage, all
vinyl bucket seats. :Phone 268-3873.
2/7. 9, 10, 11
HOUsE at 8908 llellhaven Ave. NE, In·
Bellhaven sector. Owners transferring to
Alaska March 1. Appraised at $27,700,
Owes $20,000. WiU sell $4,500 cash to
loan, $2,000 down on contract. 3 bedroom,
separate' d(!n, fircp)ace, serVice room, car..
Peted, 2 car garage, landscaped, Magic
Cleaner, built-ins. Cal1 298-6956, Kangas.
2/7, 9, 10, u.
FOR RENT
LARGE furnished room, <:omplete\y pri·
vate entrance and bath. Walking distance
from caml!us. Call 242·9572. (Feb.)
COMPLETELY furnished 3 room apartment, $70 monthly Including . utilities.
2114 Coal sE. 345-0168.
2/9, 10, 11.
COMPLETELY furnished 4 bedroom house,
carpeted, alr-eonditioned, fireplace. $130
month, water and gnrbage paid, 2114
Coal SE. 345·0168.
2/9, 10, H.
ADOBE house, 1621 Bayita Lane NW. 1
Dedroom, firepJace1 complc:tc]y furnished,
beautiful location, private road. Available
March 1. $85, Inquire 344-1266, Mrs,
2/9, 10, 11.
Symmes.
sERVICES
TYl'EWniTER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on nil maehines.
Free pickup & deliverY. FJ & E Type.
writer service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.
PERsONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to University), !>hone 242-7533.
HELl' WANTED
l•ELIABLl!l student to .staY with children
ages 8 and 10 OCcBIIional week nights.

''Right. Things
like the world's
most powerful jet

engines, the world's
largest turbinegenerator, the
world's first
Man-Made® diamonds.
Things like nuclear
power
plants,
•
•
suitcase-size
computers and
a wliole new family
.of plastics.''

"Yeah, yeah. Things like that."
Only about one. quarter ot G.B.
sales. are in consumer. goods. All
the rest are in industrial, aerospace
and defense products.
A variety of products (over
200,000 in aU). A variety of activi·

ties (everything from research and
development to advertising and
sales). A variety of challenges for
young men who want to be recognized for their talents and. rewarded
for their work.

Important responsibilities cOme
to you early at General Electric.
Talk to the man from G.E. about
coming to work for us.
This is where the young men are
important men.

Tfogms Is (),,. Nosflmporlllnf 'Pt«<vcf

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

Must live vicinity Louisiana A Candelaria
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Happy Valentine's Day from
the LOBO Staff.

>

.. OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF J!:DITORIAL FREEDOM
1966

row

By PAUL COUEY
LOBO Sports Editor
. There seems to be a popular
·• $,8ying going around these days .
· · ••. "Would you believe?"
. · Saturday night that phrase
:·. seemed most applicable to a game
in which New Mexico was ahead
of Texas Western by 20 points at
one till:J.e. Final score, though,
Texas Western 67, UNM 64.
Coach King's "kardiae kids" ·
jumped off to an early lead in the
first half, increased it, then increased it some more until they
eDjoyed the 20 point bulge in a
little over mid-way in the second
h!llf.
.
.. New Mexico's Mel Daniels retuJ:ned to form to lead the Lobos
in the first half, but got into fpul
tJ:ouble in the second and eventuldly fouled out with just over
Qtan nine minutes remaining. He
was followed by Bill Morgan at
-·4:36 which just about gave the
boards to TWO.
By defeating the Lobos the
Miners stayed undefeated at 18-0
while New Mexico's record dropped to 13-5 for the season.
"GIVE ME THAT basketball, son," Mel Daniels seems to say, as
The Lobos led 37-21 after a. brilhe and Dave Lattin, the Miner's chief rebounding threat, mix it
liallt til:'st half showing. But, ~~
~r~ boards eau:'ly in 'the contest.
'
.._
, ,_ -· -..::-..:.,.__,. '···---· """' ~~~~--~-~.,..
that lmbelievable second half the
Miners sb\.rted to click early.
Here Thursday
With Bobby Joe Hill driving
through the meat of the Lobo
stl·eugth and with some good defense of their own, the Miners got
to 'vithin 10 points when Morgan
fouled out.
Then, TW went pn the boards
•
and by the end of regulation time
John Lewi,s national" chainnan 1960. He was one of the original
the score was 58·58. The Lobos
of the Student Non-Violating Co- organizers of the Nashville Stuhad the ball with 27 second re- ordinating Committee (SNCC) dent Nonviolent Movement in
maining, but with only four re· will speak here Thursday at 8 1960, and he was an original Free1
maining Ben' Monroe, looking to p.m. in the Union ballroom. The dom Rider. He was instrumental
l
draw at least a fqul, was called Action Committee on Human in continuing the freedom rides
j. . for a three second violation. Hill Rights is sponsoring Lewis' talk after other civil rights movements
;: ran down the court as quickly as on civil rights problems in New had withdrawn their support.
~
he could and got olf a shot at mid- Mexico.
Part of Lewis' talk will also be
court that was no gopd.
Donations will be accepted for devoted to the background of
Hill eventually ended Up by SNCC after Lewis' talk.
SNCC. Part of SNCC's aims is to
· tieing for scoring honors with
Lewis, who 'vas elected nation- confront the people with their
Jim Patterson at 19 :Points.
al chairman of SNCC in June own problems. "They must be able
Patter~;on's 19th point almost
1963, has been active in civil to speak for themselves," Lewis
brought the Lobos back into the rights movements since early said.
game in the overtime. His bucket
SN~hich began with 16
on a missed free-throw shot by
workers· m October 1960, now is
Don Rose got the Lobos to within
made up of stalf members 'and
two at 64-62. Texas Western
workers who are fonner high
, threw the ball in anll. Jimmy Howschool and college graduates who
, ' ard appeared as though he had
"have adopted rebellion as a pro·, tied up a Miner. But,. the official,
fession.''
Th need of giving up worn-au~
• who was 'right on the play," gave
,.the ball to Texas Western with ideas about religion and physical
science, and replacing them with
28 secon <Ito go.
Texas Western never led until a more vital, spirituill view of
God, man, and the universe, will
the overtime.
The Lobos travel to Wyoming be discussed in a lecture to be pre• and Denver this weekend. Wyo- sented tonight at 8 in the 'Union
ming is the first game in a series Theater, by Lenore D. Hanks,
of crucial road contests for the O.S.B., of The ·Christian Science
Board of Lectureship. The lecture
Lobps.
is
entitled "The Mythology of MatThe Lobos won the battle of the
WASHINGTON - The State
. boards 43-40 and the field goal ter."
A native of Portland, Oregon, Department publicly warned Compercentage department, 44-38.
But, New Mexico had such a Mrs. Hanks holds a degree of soci- munist North Viet Nam not to
tremendous first half that the win- . ology from the University of Ore· stage criminal ti-ials of captured
. ning statistics are misleading. It gon. An authorized lecturer, teach- American servicemen.
Some 6Q American fliers -84
all went for nothing during the er, and practitioner of Christian
Scie11ce, Mrs. Hanks is currently Air Force and 36 Navy - are
last 10 minutes of the ga~e.
on tour of the United States and now being held as missing, but
~XIl!l WESTEIN IIC·I ,.& fl-1 roll pf lp
Canada.
'ArtII
presumed alive. Their exact sta0-6002-3312
wo...Jer
1-2500-0032
tus
is, unlmown.
Shed
4-10 40 3-3 7 4 11
Lallln
5-7 71 3-3. 2 s 13
North
VietNam has been hintFlolll'll1lt
5-10 50 0·1 10 1 10
ing
in
its
pt•opaganda that it may
2-6334-6448
~·r
6-19 32 7•10 3 3 19
treat the Americans as common
Students for a Democratic
Palacio·
1-2500-0002
Arm.tronr
0-2000-0100
criminals because no formally deSociety will give the people
Team
10
clared war exists between the
Tol.lla
who want it, a chance to ans14-14 II
41 11 fl
U.S. and North Viet Nam. Hanoi
.
wer
their
demonstration
last
NEW IIIEXIto
'f·•·• ,.&25 fl·•2-3 roll1 pUp
claims the U.S. airman have com·
Hoover
2 4
Friday. A discussion group
Morgan
•·•
" 0.0
1-3 I 5 '
mitted barbarous acts against hu·
will be held Tuesday afternoon
Howard
1·1 100
2 2 .2
Monroe
5-13 39 3-5 10 4 13
rnanity
with their bombfng atin
the
east
lobby
of
the
Union.
Dal:llela
3-11 38 9-9 7 5 l5
tacks.
PaltefiOII
7•14 50 5-7 • 2 19
!t will start at 8 p.m. and. run
Bose
1·1 100 0.1 1 0 2
th~;ough until 1Q. Students are
-0t!:,:&
"tt.st 41 ..... .jf···K ·''
Terminal Destroyed
·
in'Vited
to
come
and
leave
as
Teu1 Wtlilel'll -·~--.U ~
they wish.
BUR~ANK 1 Calif. (UI>I) - A
New Mulee ----··--·- - ~ 17-44
Attondartce - 1471
specta.cti1ar fire tliat raged out of

-

• •

arasses

·Tokes Lobos;
trong Comeback
1ns Cliffhanger

..SCARFACE and APHRODITE..

COVERED WAGON

.

',

~

"VINYL..

at Don Pancho's Art Theatre
2108 Central S.E.
This Sunday, February the 13th
at 2 and 4 p.m.-Two Showings

~·-

.

THUNDERBIRD, UNM•s Literary. M'agJazine
starts its film. series
two
films:

WHERE?

·EXJ!CO LOBO

:or

~

EXI.CQ

Season Patrons
To Hove Priority

or have .car. ·Call .298-8370. 2/1 o,

·,E.·.·.~.w.·,.·.
,,

-· ....-~

WASHING'rON-(UPl), Pres,
The fiJ:st round of the $6Q,QQO
ident Johnson proposed a broad
Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Phoenix Open Golf to11rnament
revision and enlargement of the
Fun Things fi'C)m
was canceled yesterday because
of high winds. and rain, With only
At last nights meeting of Young 12 year-old FoQd for Peace pro.. ,.r
half the field completing the round Am!lricans for Freedom, the chair- gram. . Administration officials
lVI ·
, ...
Tommy Aaron was leading with man, Tim .Hunter, announced that said the plan would help assure ·
3009' Central NE
a three-under-par 68 when a PGA he wal!l resigning his vost. Hunter ' .f1>1>d • price stability as well as
NEXT'DOOR ro, THE LOBO THEATt:'
' 1
official called the postponement.
said that he had been appointed :. •m~ee~t~.=g~lo~b=a~l~f:~o~od~n~e~e~d=s·~·;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;~~~-~~~~~~=~~;;~,
Three time Phoenix winner to
the College Conservative Coun- ·i'
. •,
Arnold Palmer still remains the cil, a national group, and would
man' to beat. Palme~;, with an be heavily occupied with this work.
amazing comeback start this year,
Hunter said that he would be
wit~
gr~4lt
has one win, two ~;econds, and a representng the conservatve stuthird in four starts this year. One dent movement of central New
of his second place showings came Mexco at the national level.
after he was beat in · a sudden
'The members· appointed Dave
a film by Andy Warhol. An e.xperiment into ~l.mmaking
death playoff by Doug Sanders.
Foreman, the vice-chairman, to
by a great pop artist. A real experienc11!!
-obe the interim chairman until
In profesional basketball Wilt elections could be held. No other
the "Stilt" Chamberlin needs only officer changes were made in YAF.
98 points to top the National Basa film about a dreamlike experience of a sleepwalker.
ketball Associations all time scorTwo and two are four unless
Directed by Fred Zimmerman.
ing record of 20,880 points held you add three, then it is either
by Bob Pettit.
,
five or seven.

(Complited fl:'om LOBO
News Sources)
This week-end will keep Lobo
sports fans hopping if they want
to catch all the action. The Lobo
five take on fo11rth ranked Texas
Western College Saturday night
at Johnson Gym in the week-end
highlight.
In other activity the wrestling
and swimming .teams will be on
horne ground whi1e the gymnastics
squad goes to Arizona. The tankerll go againat defending Welltern
Athletic Conference champ Utah
tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the Johnson
Gym pool.
The W olfpack matmen, with a
5-4 season record, see double action today. This afternoon at 2
-othey tangle with the Air Force
In the baseball world National
Academy and again at 8 against League batting' champion Roberto
Northern Arizona from Flagstaff. Clemente has signed his 1966 .conThe gymnastics squad goes tract with the Pittsburgh Pirates
against Northern Arizona tonight for an undisclosed sum.
and then move on to Tempe for
In eleven years in professional
baseball he has a lifetime average
of .309.
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SNCC Chairman Lewis to Speak
At ACOHR Civil Rights Meeting

'Religion Idea~ Need'

Discussion Tonight

IQI

.U Demonstration ·sharp Eyes?
LOBO to Offer
Is Pelted by Eggs 'A Large Pizza'
fridoy Afternoon 1~ ~~~~fzzaF!~!e!~red

by the LOBO staff as a prize to
By BARBARA E. WARNE
the student who. correctly dl$Obscene and vile shouts were covers how many editorial misthrown along with eggs and peb- takes are made by the paper this
bles at a group of demonstrators week. The contest begins with
on campus Friday afternoon.
this issue and will end with Fri·
The demonstration, started by day's edition.
the Students for a Democratic
"The idea behind the contest,"
Society, was meant to mourn said LOBO Editor Jim Jansson,
what. they called the loss of dig- "is to dramatize the efforts of the
nity of the United States. The staff to cut down the number of
demonstrators
stood
silently mistakes that have plagued the
around a coffin and a tombstone paper recently."
which said ''Here lies the Dignity
All entries should list the numof the United States of America: ber of mistakes clearly, the name,
Born-1776, Philadelphia;· Died(Continued on page 5)
1966, VietNam.
The group of about six around
the coffin were harassed by a
crowd surrounding the demonstration. For about a half an hour
in the afternoon the crowd numbered about 70 people yelling at
the demonstrators.
Earlier in the afternoon, the
campus police had put up a rope
barricade but when the crowd got
The City Resident's Council
worked up about 8:30, the police executive board Sunday continued
came in with wooden barricades planning for increased memberas well to keep the crowd back.
ship for the organization and
About 2:30-3 the crowd sud- scheduled senatorial elections for
denly discovered that James Ken- Tuesday night's general meeting.
nedy was one of the demonstl:'a.The number of senators to be
tora and then mueh of thei.: elected hinge~< on the success Qf

CRC Boord Sets
Senote Elections

al"-il:'~ . fo""'!'~<" · <>n

him,

They

threatened him in at least hal£ a
dozen ways. Kennedy is a former
head of the W.E.B. DuBois club
here and a self-admitted Communist.
"
The printable comments made
by the crowd ranged from "I hope
you aU catch cold" to "The only
good commie :is a dead commie."
There was also talk of throwing
water on the demonstrators in
order to get. rid of them.
Philip Nicholson, chainnan of
the Students for a Democratic So·
ciety, said later of the crowd that
its attitude indicated that there
was "a significant number of students here who are mindless, irresponsible, intolerant and not
given to understanding any democratic ideas."
"I guess the casket got on peoples' nerves, but there are caskets
coming out of Viet Nam everyday."
•
"I grieve fpr the students on
this campus," said Nicholson.
"And I 'm especially damning the
(Continued on page 3)

Ha·noi Makes Threat

State Department Warns
Against Criminal Trials

SDS Discussion

u.•

control for more than two hours
Simday destroyed the main building and the control tower at Lockheed Air Terminal.
Lockheed officials estimated
damage at close to $2 million. No
injuries were reported.
-0Russia Tests
MOSCOW (UPI)-The Soviets
set off what appeared to be a
powerful new underground nuclear test explosion Sunday. Military experts here said it may
have been aimed at developing a
mighty warhead for the world's
most powerful :rocket.
......0Soldier Shot
SANTO DOMINGO- A U.S.
soldier was shot and g~;avely
wounded· Saturday night as gunfire and e~plosions rocked Santo '
(Continued on page 5)

u.s.

'the ~ac '11\em,bersh\p .drlve dur-

ing registration last week. If approximately 80 more members " _,.
join Thur::;day the organization
will be eligible for two senators.
The senate representation will
be important for the Thursday
senate session when the new unicameral form of government for
UNM is voted on.
If the proposed government
gets out of senate and is passed
by the student body CRC will be
the factor that will detennine its
success.
In the one body system, city
residents will have the largest
number of representatives, followed by dorm students, and then
the Greeks.
·
CRC chairman Nooley Reinheardt commented pn the success
of the organization by saying, "I
think that City Resident's Council is olf to a good start, but if c ' ·••
city residents are to get the representation that their numbers
demand we will need more sup·
port. This suppprt should come if
the new government is accepted
by senate. Then it wiJI be that
much simpler to impress upon
city students that this organization can function and wiiJ have to
function to make a success of the
unicameral form ot gpve~;nmenL"
In the Tuesday. night meeting
senators will be elected but a spe.
cia! election to fill the eighth
position on the executive board is
also scheduled.
There will be a three way tunoff between Pat l>avidson, Ron
Rosenbaugh, and Gary Eklund. In
the SE quadrandt the caucus
chairmen resigned and will also ·! ~·
have to hold a special election to
filJ the vacancy.
The meeting will get underway
at 7:30 Tuesday night in the
Union theater.

Important Deadline
All student organizations
that have not turned in their
budget applications must do So
by Wednesday, Feb. 16. This is
the final deadline for the ap..
lllications. The requests should
be turned intp the Student
Budget Advisory Committee in
the Activities Center of the
Union.

